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Abstract
Tracking the changing dynamics of object-oriented
frameworks[5], design patterns[7], architectural styles[8],
and subsystems during the development and reuse cycle
can aid producing complex systems. Unfortunately, current
object-oriented programming tools are relatively oblivious
to the rich architectural abstractions in a system.
This paper shows that architecture-oriented visualization, the graphical presentation of system statics and dynamics in terms of its architectural abstractions, is highly
beneficial in designing complex systems. In addition, the
paper presents architecture-aware instrumentation, a new
technique for building efficient on-line instrumentation to
support architectural queries. We demonstrate the effectiveness and performance of the scheme with case studies
in the design of the Choices object-oriented operating system.

1 Introduction
Designers conceive complex systems as architectures with design patterns[7], frameworks[5], architectural
styles[8], and subsystems. As the system evolves, they customize these large-grained components, tune performance,
and make reuse decisions. Such complex tasks require understanding component behavior, tracking resource usage,
and detecting integration problems. Program instrumentation and visualization tools that support analysis directly
in terms of higher-level, architectural abstractions would
markedly simplify these activities.

Most conventional object-oriented software analysis
tools, however, provide dynamic inspection primarily in
terms of lower-level units like classes, instances, and
methods[19, 20, 14, 15, 17, 12]. Many, rich architectural
abstractions with a granularity that is larger than an object
or class are opaque to such tools. Recent research[24, 5, 7]
demonstrates the value of gross architectural structures in
the design, evaluation, and reuse of complex systems. In
our own studies of the customization of the Choices[4]
object-oriented operating system, we often needed answers
to questions like:





How many times does this application process visit
the file system?
Is this lock currently in use by any subframework of
the virtual memory system?
Which subframework of the virtual memory system
communicates most frequently with the file system?

It is difficult to answer such architecture-level questions using traditional programming tools for several reasons. First, flat “method-level” instrumentation generates
too much data and excessively perturbs the system. Second, the more abstract features of the software architecture
of the system are opaque to instrumentation, making it hard
to identify and control instruments associated with specific
architectural entities. Third, architectural investigations
often involve system analysis at multiple levels of abstraction and different aspects of design. It is arduous to track
and correlate such information with current instrumentation systems as they seldom support multiple perspectives
or aid in hierarchical system navigation.
This research demonstrates that architecture-oriented visualization, the graphical presentation of system statics and
dynamics in terms of its architectural abstractions, makes it
considerably easier to understand and customize complex
systems. Architecture-oriented visualization permits the

same logical components that structure the overall system
design to also serve as the fundamental units of animation, offering scalable hierarchical inspection and multiple
code perspectives. We demonstrate the utility of our visualization technique with real-world case studies from the
Choices operating system.
To address the deficiencies of traditional instrumentation, we introduce architecture-aware instrumentation. A
distinctive feature of architecture-aware instrumentation is
that it explicitly represents architectural structures and substructures in a running system, and exploits this knowledge
to optimize instrumentation. We present performance data
that shows that an architecture-aware instrumentation dramatically reduces trace data size and introduces far less
overhead than traditional, unstructured instrumentation.

2 Overview
Architecture-oriented visualization enables the analysis of an object-oriented system in terms of its conceptual
organization. Object-oriented systems are aggregates comprised of subsystems, frameworks, patterns, classes, and
objects. For example, the Choices operating system is an
assembly of subsystems like Process or Virtual Memory ,
where each subsystem is further subdivided into frameworks like the Physical Memory or Logical Memory framework. In turn, each framework is organized as a collection
of design patterns, class hierarchies, and classes. With
architecture-oriented visualization, we can inspect system
dynamics structured in terms of these architectural components. We can observe architecture-level properties like
“visits to the virtual memory subsystem by a process”,
where we wish to observe interactions between the architectural units ‘process’ and ‘virtual memory subsystem’.
We begin the paper with case studies that show that
architecture-based analysis arises naturally when working
with large, complex systems.
Our first case study (Section 3) demonstrates how hierarchical and recursive visualization of the Choices system
can identify the cause of a system-wide performance bottleneck that reduces CPU and disk utilization. To investigate
the problem, we begin by querying statistics at the system
level. We identify the virtual memory subsystem as a candidate for further examination. We then trace the internal
details of this subsystem by zooming into possible problematic frameworks, class hierarchies, classes, and object
instances.
The second study (Section 3.1) concerns a problem in
subsystem cohesion and coupling that showed up during
a routine check that we apply after every major change
in system design[23, 21]. The check tracks subsystem
interactions at the subsystem-, framework-, class-, and

method-levels and reveals significant architectural changes
that could indicate flaws in the modifications. The check
is essentially a conformance test and is feasible because
architecture-oriented visualization simplifies the process.
Before we developed our visualization tools, we would often be unaware of any architectural consistency problems
until they affected correctness. It is difficult and time consuming to identify such problems by hand.
In each study, we use information from higher levels
to select lower-level components for further study. The
system offers many graphical presentations, each suitable
for viewing behavior at some abstraction level. When we
want aggregate, relative statistics, we use diagrams like
bar charts and ternary diagrams[9]. When the information
must be correlated to the system structure, we use spacefilling diagrams[2] that make it easy to relate the run-time
statistics to the relevant system parts. When we have to
display pair-wise component interaction, we use affinity
diagrams[23] and object interaction diagrams[3]. At each
point, the user may choose from a palette of possible diagrams. Our system also supports multiple simultaneous
diagrams and combined static and dynamic perspectives.
Moreover, the diagrams are hyperlinked to one another so
that information displayed on the screen can be easily used
to guide system navigation.
The queries used in the case studies motivate the design of architecture-aware instrumentation (Section 4).
Architecture-aware instrumentation is cognizant of the software architecture of the system. The instruments gather
data in a task-specific manner so that data processing and
manipulation is minimized. Moreover, the instrumentation
run-time exploits knowledge about the architectural units
of the system to condense data right where it originates.
Our performance studies (Section 5) exhibit the dramatic
difference between instrumentation that optimizes data collection on a per-architectural model basis versus one that
does not.
In the paper, we describe parts of the instrumentation
architecture in terms of the design patterns used in building the system. We also present a simple query language
(Section 4.5) for the architectural queries supported by the
instrumentation.

3 Case Study 1: Performance debugging
This case study shows how architecture-oriented visualization helps in identifying subtle performance bottlenecks
starting from problem symptoms that are manifest at the
system level.
In one version of the Choices system, we discovered that
CPU utilization was reduced by 8% and disk utilization by
14%. Many parts of the system had been changed between

Figure 1: Animated process locking activity in four subsystems. The length of a bar changes to reflect the number of
processes currently blocked in the corresponding subsystem.
of processes blocked. The class hierarchies are represented by rectangles whose size is proportional to
the number of classes in the corresponding hierarchy.
A rectangle label shows the most abstract class in
the hierarchy. We observe five frameworks: address
space management (F1), logical memory (F2), address translation (F3), physical memory management
(F4), and caching support (F5). From the figure, it is
immediately obvious that the MemoryObject class hierarchy of the logical memory framework is currently
blocking most processes.

versions, so the cause of the degradation was unknown. In
examining process statistics, we discovered that the average
time for which both system and application processes were
blocked had also increased. Consequently, one possibility
was a synchronization problem somewhere in the system.
We report the steps in our investigation below.



Subsystem: We first investigated relative process
blocking across four Choices subsystems: the naming
system (NS), file system (FS), devices system (DS),
and virtual memory system (VM). These subsystems
had been altered in producing the latest version.
Figure 1 depicts processes that are blocked in each
subsystem in a bar chart. The length of each bar
changes to reflect the number of processes currently
blocked in the corresponding subsystem. The diagram can also display a running numerical average.
From the figure, it appears that on the average, the
virtual memory system blocks the largest number of
processes.



Framework: Now we want to see which internal subparts of the virtual memory subsystem block the processes. We select the VM bar from Figure 1 to get the
space-filling diagram[2] of Figure 2.
The diagram depicts the virtual memory subsystem
frameworks and their class hierarchy components,
with filled rectangles indicating the relative number



Class Hierarchy: Clicking on the MemoryObject region displays Figure 3. This space filling diagram
shows some classes in the MemoryObject hierarchy
separated by thick black lines. The inner squares
depict per-class instances. Filled squares indicate the
specific instances that are blocking the processes. The
figure reveals that instances of MoView (MemoryObjectView ) are blocking most processes.

A MemoryObjectView denotes a contiguous set of
memory locations or region within a memory object and
allows the data in the physical pages of that region to be
pinned in place so that they cannot be paged out. The I/O
system uses the MemoryObjectView to move data between
a disk and a memory object. The framework supporting
caching had been changed to use disk I/O in units of 64
KB. However, the MemoryObjectViews still supported I/O

Figure 2: A zoomed view of the virtual memory system. The diagram reports process blocking statistics in terms of
subframeworks, inheritance structures, and classes, making it straightforward to relate the statistics to the relevant system
components.

Figure 3: A zoomed view of the MemoryObject inheritance
structure. The diagram highlights the particular classes and
instances where processes are blocked.
in terms of 4KB pages. This mismatch led to a fragmentation of I/O across numerous small MemoryObjectViews ,
so processes waited for a long time to complete their I/O.
Modifying MemoryObjectView code to use the larger sizes
reduced process blocking and improved CPU utilization by
5% and disk utilization by 10%.
Discussion The
above
case
study
shows how architecture-oriented inspection helps navigate
a complex system to uncover subtle performance bottlenecks. We used both system-level views and lower-level
views to discover indirect side-effects in the logical memory
framework caused by customizing the neighboring caching
support framework. Architecture-aware instrumentation
enabled us to track the dynamics of both coarse grain and
fine grain components until we identified one major cause
of system-wide performance degradation.

3.1

Case Study 2: Evaluating design properties

Architecture-oriented visualization makes it easier to
check complex interactions of components and subsystems.
We exploit this facility to routinely check the design properties of Choices after every version[23, 21]. This case
study considers an instance where we recognized and repaired undesirable subsystem couplings during our system
evaluation.



Subsystem: The ternary diagram[9] in Figure 4 portrays relative communication between four device
driver frameworks and three subsystems: the naming
system, the remote procedure call (RPC) system, and
the device driver system. The diagram helps quickly
compare the degree of interaction among each framework and the three subsystems. A Framework is animated as a moving circle. During the animation, the

Figure 4: A ternary diagram animating the degree of communication between device driver subframeworks and three
subsystems.

framework drifts towards the subsystem(s) it is currently communicating heavily with. From the snapshot, we observe that the Device config framework
communicates intensively with the devices system,
with communication ratio nearly 1. This gives a high
degree of confidence that the Device config framework interacts most with its own subsystem components. But the Devices framework communicates
more with the remote procedure call (RPC) subsystem than with its own Device Driver subsystem. This
coupling is probably undesirable.





Framework Details: To examine the details of the
suspicious communication, we click on the Devices
framework circle and the RPC system axis to generate
an affinity diagram[23] that shows how the framework
and the subsystem components interact. In Figure 5,
classes attract each other if they communicate frequently, otherwise they repel. The higher the communication between two classes, the thicker their connecting lines. The line arrows indicate the direction
of calls. For the most part, the framework and the subsystem appear to be cohesive: intra-component interaction is much greater than inter-component interaction. However, Disk and RpcBuffer exhibit anomalous, heavy communication.
Class Interactions: To understand the unusual interaction, we click on the thick arrow, generating the object interaction diagram[3] of Figure 6. This diagram
portrays a trace of method calls between instances
of Disk and RpcBuffer. The diagram statistics indicate that the method getState() is called with high
frequency on the Disk object.

Code inspection revealed that getState() was initially
used for debugging RPC data buffering to and from disk
(for example, for long-lived client/server connections exchanging very large data). Therefore, some RPC related
state was kept in Disk. Unfortunately, this debugging related implementation decision perpetuated in the final RPC
system implementation, creating undesirable system-level
dependencies. We removed the erroneous coupling by factoring the state properly to the RpcBuffer. Figure 7 shows
the ternary diagram animation that results after correcting
our design flaw. Now all the device subsystem frameworks
communicate mostly with device subsystem components,
giving a high degree of confidence that the subsystem maintains high cohesion and low coupling.

4 The design of architecture-aware instrumentation
We need architecture-aware instrumentation to support
various dynamic analysis tasks as exemplified in our case

Figure 5: An affinity diagram animating the interaction
between the Device subframework and key classes of the
RPC system.
studies. The requirements for the instrumentation system
are driven by the information demanded by both low-level
and architecture-level queries. We will derive these requirements by referring to the needs of the visualization
experiments in the last section.
Consider Figure 4 where we examine the dynamic interaction between selected frameworks and subsystems. To
capture such interactions efficiently, the instrumentation
system must activate only those specific Choices instruments dedicated to the objects of the target frameworks and
subsystems. Thus, out of a very large number of instruments in the operating system, the instrumentation system
must be able to name and identify those particular instruments belonging to the few subsystems and frameworks of
interest. This leads to our first requirement:



Requirement 1: The instrumentation system must
know how instruments are associated with architectural components.

Next, observe the affinity diagram of Figure 5, where we
narrow our focus of attention to the Devices framework and
the RPC system interactions. At this point, the instruments
belonging to the naming system and the other frameworks
must be deactivated to reduce unnecessary system perturbation. Thus we have:

Figure 7: A typical ternary diagram animation after debugging the unwanted couplings.
Figure 6: Animated object interactions among Disk and
RpcBuffer objects.



Requirement 2: The system must support dynamic
control of groups of instruments associated with architectural units.

Going back to the ternary diagram in Figure 4, to place
the framework circles, we have to count the number of
calls between specific frameworks and subsystems. We
certainly cannot afford to send data about every call to the
visualizer. Instead, we want to accumulate the number of
calls in one running counter per pair of framework and
subsystem. In general, we require that:



Requirement 3: The system must accumulate aggregate statistics based on the architectural models.

In the course of our experiments, we switch between abstraction levels, selectively collecting data about classes,
frameworks, or subsystems. But the events are actually
detected by per-method event sensors, so depending on our
level of abstraction, we may want the same sensor to update
a class, framework, or subsystem instrument. Therefore,



Requirement 4: Event sensors must be dynamically
bound to instruments.

In addition, we have the generic instrumentation requirement



Requirement 5: Minimize system time and space
perturbation.

Traditional instrumentation does not have enough runtime information about the system structure to meet our requirements. For our first two requirements and their example uses, it will be probably impossible to efficiently name,
select, and animate a specific group of instruments belonging to a large architectural unit like an RPC system. The
reason is because conventional instrumentation does not
have knowledge about the decomposition of the system into
its architectural components. Consequently, componentdriven identification or regulation of instruments would be
unduly difficult in real time.
Similarly, the third requirement would be extremely difficult to meet because there are no means to identify the
particular objects belonging to a given architectural unit.
The fourth requirement is unnecessary unless multiple levels of abstraction are supported.
An alternative approach simply gathers all the data and
then filters it to choose data packets of interest. This approach, however, entails considerable I/O traffic to send the
data to the visualizer and adds more time to filter the data.
It would be better suited to post-mortem processing.

4.1

The instrumentation architecture

Figure 8 shows the gross design of the architectureaware instrumentation system. We explain the design by

showing how event sensors detect interesting events and
notify instruments, and how the system interprets interactive user queries to collect data or control instruments.
The requirements met by each component are indicated in
parentheses.
Consider a query that generates the affinity diagram of
Figure 5. The user specifies the framework and subsystem to be observed, and the visualizer formulates a query
to count inter-class method calls. The QueryInterpreter
maps the framework and subsystem to the instruments (Requirements 1 and 2) and triggers the InstrumentManager
(Requirement 2) to activate all the relevant instruments.
The manager tells the instruments1 to count every interclass call (Requirement 3).
Another data path through the architecture begins with
EventSensors. Event sensors are selectively activated by
the InstrumentManager according to the query. They are
triggered upon method entry and exit and generate event notifications, rather like “printf debugging” statements. The
sensors report to the EventAnnouncer which directs the
event notification to the instrument defined by the query
(Requirement 4). The instrument will take action according to its mode, either count the call, keep time, or maintain
history.
To complete query processing, data collected by the instruments must be displayed. The QueryInterpreter orders
a DataCollector to collect method calls statistics for every
pair of objects at regular time intervals. The DataCollector
sends data packets back to the Visualizer.
In this architecture, the primary design decisions are:






How should the query interpreter map architectural
units to their instruments.
How should Instrument managers control the instruments.
How might data collectors visit instruments to collect
data.
How should events be directed to the interested instruments.

Two primary forces govern the system design. First, the
system must incur low space and time overhead. Second,
the system must be flexible, in that the user should be able to
orthogonally change instrument organization/management
and data collection strategies. We present our design components as triples of Problem, Solution, and Consequences.
Some components are instances of well-known design patterns, while others are specific to our system.
1

Instruments either count, keep time, or maintain history.

Object events

EventSensor

EventAnnouncer

QueryInterpreter

InstrumentManager

CompositeInstrument

Iterator

User queries
from Visualizer

Data packets
to Visualizer

DataCollector

Information flow direction

Figure 8: The components of architecture-aware instrumentation and the way they interact.
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Figure 9: A possible hierarchical instrument object structure in running Choices.

4.2

Architecture-directed organization of instruments

 Problem: We want to associate system architectural units

with instruments. Clients of the instruments (e.g., data
collectors and instrument managers) should treat both aggregate and primitive instruments uniformly for simplicity.

 Solution: We represent the hierarchical architectural components of the system with a corresponding hierarchy of
instruments as in Figures 9 and 10. The hierarchy is built
using the COMPOSITE[7] pattern.
 Consequences:

Using the COMPOSITE-based design, it
is transparent to the client code whether it is accessing
aggregate instruments like a Subsystem or primitive instruments like a Method. Thus, client programs become
independent of the granularity of an instrument. In this way,
the design achieves architecture-awareness without complicating the program code that uses various instrumentation
levels. We also have a natural data structure to support
data accumulation and organization within the instrument
objects themselves – the composite structure.
Since the architectural units are directly represented in
the instrument hierarchy, and since all instruments are uniformly accessible, mapping the units to their instruments is
highly efficient.
A drawback is that we need run-time checks to enforce
the containment constraints Subsystem > Framework >
Pattern > Class > Object > Method. The respective instruments must honor this ordering.

4.3

Navigating and controlling instruments

 Problem:

The instrument managers and data collectors
have to traverse the collection of instruments to initiate,
control, or terminate data collection. For fast response,
traversal policies should be tailored to queries. Moreover,
the traversal strategy and instrument organization must be
orthogonal so that either might be changed independently.
For instance, a user might want to use the same traversal strategy over multiple abstraction levels, or to rely on
customized navigation policies for individual levels.

intercepted and used to keep the instrument Composite and
Iterators consistent.

4.4

 Problem: When switching abstraction levels, we want
to bind event sensors to target instruments dynamically
without undue effects on efficiency.
 Solution: We exploit the fact that classes (and hence
objects) that contain the sensors themselves do not change
their architectural units dynamically. For every object (and
sensor) we can statically determine a list of instruments,
one for every level of abstraction. Thus, we only have
to indicate the level of abstraction to a sensor, and it can
dispatch the data to the right instrument.
We introduce an intermediate EventAnnouncer object
that knows about the abstraction level for data collection.
The sensors report the event and their list of instruments to
the announcer, and the announcer uses the abstraction level
to select the right instrument.
 Consequences The binding of sensors to instruments can
be switched by visiting the announcer and changing a single
field that indicates the instrument at the desired level of
abstraction. A single indirection suffices to achieve this
binding without significant impact on efficiency.
More details of the instrumentation system organization
can be found in [21].

4.5

 Consequences:

Iterators know the details of the collection, but the instrument managers and data collectors are
isolated from those details.
But the collection of instruments may grow and shrink
as objects are created and destroyed, so we must ensure that
iterators know about these changes and adjust themselves.
Luckily, the instrumentation system considers object deletion and creation events to be significant, so the events are

Queries

The instrumentation and visualization system supports
queries about architectural concerns and their interactions.
Figure 11 expresses our query syntax in Backus Naur form
(BNF)[1]. We illustrate the language with examples from
the previous case studies.



 Solution:

We separate the responsibility for traversing
the instruments in an ITERATOR[7] object. Each iterator
has a specialized algorithm for traversing its collection of
instruments.

Dynamic binding of eventSensors to instruments

From Figure 1, the user displays all the processes that
are currently blocked in the virtual memory system
using:
ProcessClass kindreds -r state =
blocked; blockingSystem = VmSystem;
display



From Figure 2, the user disables all the logical memory framework instruments:
LogicalMemoryFramework subparts -r
deactivate



To monitor calls from the file system to the virtual
memory at the subsystem-level, the user enters the
two queries:

Instrument
activate()
deactivate()
reset()
read()
recordEvent()
changeFreq()
changeState()
flushLog
addChild()
removeChild()

Client

MethodInstrument

CompositeInstrument

activate()
...
changeState()
flushLog()

ObjectInstrument
activate()
...
addChild()
removeChild()

activate()
...
addChild()
removeChild()

ClassInstrument
activate()
...
addChild()
removeChild()

SubsystemInstrument
activate()
...
addChild()
removeChild()

PatternInstrument
activate()
...
addChild()
removeChild()

InterfaceInstrument
activate()
...
addChild()
removeChild()

FrameworkInstrument
activate()
...
addChild()
removeChild()

SystemInstrument
activate()
...
addChild()
removeChild()

Legend:
part of

one to many

inheritance

Figure 10: Organizing aggregate and simple instruments for uniform accessibility by the client code.

<Query> ::=
<Component> [<Selector>] <InstrumentOperation>
<Component> ::=
<System> | <Framework> | <Pattern> | <Class> | <Object> | <Method>
<System> ::=
system-name
/* similarly for Framework, Pattern, Class, Object, and Method components */
<Selector> ::=
<RelatedComponent> [<Per-component-state-descriptor>] |
<Property-list> | <BasicInstrument>
<RelatedComponent> ::=
subparts [<Abstraction-level> | -r] | aggregator [<Abstraction-level> | -r]
| <ClassHierarchy> | <ClassInstances> | <OtherRelation>
<Abstraction-level> ::=
system-level | framework-level | pattern-level | class-level | object-level
| method-level | <AbstractionUnit>
<AbstractionUnit> ::=
<Component>
<ClassHierarchy> ::=
ancestors [<Depth> | -r] | descendants [<Depth> | -r] | whole-hierarchy
| children
<ClassInstances> ::=
kindreds [<Depth> | -r] | members
<Depth> ::=
integer
<OtherRelation> ::=
caller [<Abstraction-level>] | callee [<Abstraction-level>]
| creates [<Abstraction-level>] | deletes [<Abstraction-level>] | etc.
<Per-component-state-descriptor> ::=
[instrument-state-var <Comparison> value;]+
<Comparison> ::=
= | 6= | < | >
<Property-list> ::=
any | all | <Per-component-state-descriptor>
<BasicInstrument> ::=
counter | timer
<InstrumentOperation> ::=
activate | deactivate | display |
reset | count | etc.
Figure 11: A partial description of our query language in Extended BNF notation.

VmSystem subsystem-level activate
VmSystem caller FileSystem count



To display the global counter instrument of the virtual
memory system, the user enters:
VmSystem global-counter display

In most cases, the user need not explicitly enter a query. The
visualizer translates the users selection into the appropriate
query. However, we also allow the user to directly enter
queries when necessary.

5 Performance evaluation
Architecture-aware instrumentation improves upon conventional instrumentation in the following ways:





It exploits run-time knowledge about the system structure to condense the amount of data it collects, conserving space. Condensation also decreases traffic to
the visualizer and the need for data analysis.
It selectively enables instruments and event sensors in
a query-specific manner, reducing the amount of data
collected.
The instrument organization directly reflects the system structure, therefore data about system components is quickly located.

The first two improvements reduce the net amount of
data generated by architecture-aware instrumentation. Together, the three improvements reduce the timing overhead of instrumentation. In the following, we substantiate
these claims by comparing traditional instrumentation with
architecture-aware instrumentation as regards the amount
of data generated and the execution overhead introduced
by instrumentation. Traditional instrumentation maintains
per-method instruments; these instruments may be counting
or timing events. In our system, method-level instruments
are simply the lowest instrumentation level.
We conducted our performance studies on the Choices
operating system running on a Sun SPARCStation 2. We
collected all the numbers from the virtual memory system.
This system comprises 50 classes and 625 object methods.
Of the 50 classes, 20 are abstract interfaces visible to the
neighboring systems (e.g., the file system).
We ran a distributed remote procedure call (RPC) server
as our test application. A client exercises the server by
making RPCs that transfer an array of 256Kb each. While

this application was executing, we gathered instrumentation data for the query “How many methods of the virtual memory system were called by the file system?” 2 .
The instrumentation data packets and execution times were
measured over five second intervals.

5.1

Data generation

Figure 12 compares the number of data packets generated by flat instruments and architecture-aware instruments for execution statistics at different levels of detail.
All data packets are of the same size. Each packet encodes a component identifier, a cumulative call count, and
meta-information needed by the visualizer to unmarshal the
packet.
In the performance display graph of Figure 12, the dotted
bars depict trace data generated using traditional instrumentation [15, 14, 20, 19, 12, 16]. Here, data packets are generated on a per-method basis; every data packet includes information about the method that was called. Consequently,
the number of packets equals the number of methods called
regardless of the granularity of system modeling.
The solid bars display data collected using architectureaware instrumentation. The query about aggregate subsystem statistics generates a single data packet from a subsystem level instrument that keeps a running count of the
method calls. If we expand the query to find the number of
method calls per framework, class, or method, the number
of data packets increases proportionally. Thus, we exploit
the knowledge of the virtual memory system embedded in
the instrumentation system to reduce the trace data size
substantially during high level analysis.

5.2

Instrumentation overhead

Architecture-aware instruments reduce system perturbation because (1) they reduce the data and hence the time
for data collection, (2) the instrumentation system can selectively enable instruments depending on the components
mentioned in a query. We characterize the two situations
with Figure 13 and Figure 14 respectively. We consider the
execution time for four key operations in the virtual memory
system: handling page faults (repairFault()), creating address spaces (domainCreate()), adding memory
objects to address spaces (addMo()), and removing memory objects from address spaces (removeMo()).
Figure 13 compares the execution times of the four operations with and without instrumentation, and shows how
normal execution is slowed down by instrumentation. For
example, repairFault() is slowed down by 14% due to
method-level (i.e., traditional) instruments, while systemlevel instruments only slow the operation down by 1%. In
2

This query helps evaluate the degrees of subsystem cohesion
and coupling as in Section 3.1.

Number of event packets: Flat v/s Architecture-Aware Instrumentation
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Figure 12: A comparison of flat versus architecture-aware instrumentation in providing cumulative statistics of the Choices
virtual memory system. Architecture-aware instrumentation dramatically reduces the trace data size as the level of system
abstraction increases.
this study, we instrument the system at successively lower
instrumentation levels, each time collecting execution perturbation statistics for each operation.
Figure 14 compares the performance of instrumentation
that can enable during run-time instruments for a specific
framework versus one that cannot. We consider the execution overhead of the same four operations, first with all the
method-level instruments of the entire virtual memory system enabled, then with only the method-level instruments
of the caching framework of this system enabled. The second case applies to flat instrumentation where selective,
framework-based, dynamic control of instruments is difficult because the relevant instruments are difficult to name.
Again, it is clear that enabling few instruments reduces
system perturbation due to instrumentation.
Remark The above performance studies show that
architecture-aware instrumentation is more efficient for
supporting architecture-level investigations of running programs. The cost of traditional instrumentation is simply
too high when inspecting higher-level events, partly due to
poor information abstraction or condensation, partly due to
the lack of adaptiveness.
Architecture-aware instrumentation, however, is not
completely without cost. It increases the size of the application more than flat instrumentation due to the addition
of more code for query processing and instrument management. In the above experiment, the Choices system executable, compiled with a GNU gcc compiler, was 14.3%
bigger (worst case) with architecture-aware instruments,
but only 7.8% bigger with conventional instruments. Luck-

ily, most of the code for architecture-aware instruments will
remain dormant in the system until explicitly needed. We
feel that system size growth is an acceptable tradeoff given
the significant benefits to be gained by using instruments
that understand the structure of the system, and given the
consistent trend of falling memory prices.

6 Related research
Current dynamic visualization tools for object-oriented
programs appear to focus on animating class, object, and
method interactions[19, 20, 13]. ProgramExplorer[14, 15],
Pattern-Lint[23], and OS View[22] are some of the new systems that visualize architecture-level concepts like frameworks and design patterns. However, the granularity of system depiction is still classes, objects, and methods. No system that we know supports dynamic architecture-oriented
visualization, where the graphical presentations of the running system directly map to architectural abstractions like
frameworks.
Previous research on object-oriented program visualization has concentrated more on trace data organization
than on structuring the instruments that gather the data. In
ProgramExplorer[14], the data is collected into a Prolog
database. In ObjectVisualizer[20], multi-level hash tables
organize the data, supporting data accumulation, albeit only
on a per-method basis.
Structured instruments were exploited in a limited manner in the Choices operating system[4]. Madany uses objectified C++ classes, called first-class Classes, to exam-
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Figure 13: A comparison of the increase in execution time introduced by various instrumentation levels. The higher the
instrumentation granularity, the less the timing perturbations.
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Figure 14: A comparison of adaptive versus non-adaptive instrumentation.

ine the run-time structure and behavior of the operating
system. Classes provide run-time type information, enabling the querying of class inheritance and class instance
relations among objects. Instruments that are related by
inheritance can be controlled in groups dynamically. However, the instrument selection is purely based on class type
information[10]. This introspection scheme does not go
beyond the class level, nor does it explicitly represent relations among instruments other than Classes. A similar
class-based approach is adopted by De Pauw et al.[19].
Snodgrass[25] presents a method for monitoring program execution in which a programmer uses relational algebra queries to track run-time dynamics. The scheme is more
tailored for data organization (using a conceptual, temporal
database) than instrument organization. Snodgrass’ instrumentation is mainly targeted towards distributed debugging
and monitoring, not on analyzing the software architecture
of the system.
Other related research includes work on computational
reflection. While rich structures and meta-level architectures for reflection have previously been defined[18, 11, 6,
26], issues in the explicit representation of gross architectural abstractions appear to be under emphasized because
the problems being investigated are different. In this paper,
we discussed one way to reify system architectural units and
subunits, and showed how to use the reified representations
to optimize instrumentation.

7 Conclusions
Software visualization and instrumentation tools have
traditionally recognized classes, objects, methods, or functions as the basic units of analysis and animation. However,
research in software architecture suggests that the more important reusable components for complex systems are likely
to be higher-level aggregates of collaborating classes such
as frameworks, design patterns, or subsystems. With the
increasing emphasis on composing systems out of largescale components, programmers need tools that elevate the
granularity of analysis for operational software systems to
the architecture level.
In this paper, we have demonstrated through real-world
case studies that architecture-oriented visualization greatly
simplifies structural analysis, behavioral study, and performance measurement of complex object-oriented systems.
We have illustrated that this technique is effective in offering scalable views of a large system, and in modeling runtime dynamics hierarchically at varying component levels.
Not only do we advocate the visual examination of working software systems in terms of their conceptual architectural units, but we also introduce a practical instrumentation
technique to support such investigations. The technique
is called architecture-aware instrumentation. A distinctive feature of architecture-aware instrumentation is that it

explicitly represents composite architectural structures in
a running system and exploits this knowledge to abstract
run-time information. Performance studies indicate that
instrumentation that optimizes data collection on a perarchitectural model basis generates dramatically less trace
data and introduces far less overhead than flat, unstructured
instrumentation.
For example, a page fault handling operation ran 13%
faster with subsystem-aware instruments, an operation to
add memory objects to address spaces ran 11% faster, an
operation to delete memory objects from address spaces
ran 10% faster, and an operation to create address spaces
ran 14% faster. This indicates that the system-level perturbation effect of an architecture-aware instrumentation is
substantially less than that of traditional instrumentation.
This work opens several avenues for future research. One
interesting approach involves merging our system with a
code refactory that would automate design repair: use visualization to identify problems, and then use the refactory
to correct them. Another possibility employs our instrumentation techniques to gather statistics about component
interactions and use them in an optimizing compiler. We
are using the system in a project to build customizable infrastructures for distributed objects, where the system will
be extended for visualization of distributed systems. Another area of interest concerns the integration of our system
with programming tools like low-level debuggers and code
browsers, making visualization a daily staple in programming. We expect that the use of pervasive instrumentation
will lead to improved user interfaces and program views,
especially three-dimensional views using the emerging virtual reality technology.
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